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CHAPTER 1

PAC: PROTECTED ANTIPODE CIRCLE
at the center of the Farside of the Moon
for the benefit of all Humankind
1
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Via Martorelli 43, 10155 Torino (TO), Italy
E-mail: clmaccon@libero.it

Summary
The international scientific community, and especially the IAA (International Academy of Astronautics),
have long been discussing the need to keep the Farside of the Moon free from man-made RFI (Radio Frequency
Interference).
Consider the center of the Farside and specifically crater Daedalus, located very close to the Antipode of the
Earth, i.e. on the equator and at 180 deg in longitude. Daedalus is ideal to set up a future radio telescope (or
phased array) to detect radio waves of all kinds that it is impossible to detect on Earth because of the evergrowing RFI.
In this Study we propose the creation of PAC (Protected Antipode Circle), a circular piece of land on the
Farside centered at the Antipode and spanning an angle of 30 deg in longitude, latitude and all radial directions
from the Antipode.
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Defining PAC, the “Protected Antipode Circle”

The need to keep the Farside of the Moon free from man-made RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) has
long been discussed by the international scientific community. In particular, in 2005 this author reported to the
IAA (International Academy of Astronautics) the results of an IAA “Cosmic Study” that had been started back
in 1994 by the late French radio astronomer Jean Heidmann (1920-2000) and had been completed by this author
after Heidmann’s death (see, for instance, [1] and [2]).
The center of the Farside, specifically crater Daedalus, is ideal to set up a future radio telescope (or phased
array) to detect radio waves of all kinds that it is impossible to detect on Earth because of the ever-growing RFI.
Nobody, however, seems to have established a precise border for the circular region around the Antipode of
the Earth (i.e. zero latitude and 180 deg longitude both East and West) that should be PROTECTED from wild
human exploitation when several nations will have reached the capability of easy travel to the Moon.
In this paper we propose the creation of PAC, the Protected Antipode Circle. This is a large circular piece
of land about 1820 km in diameter, centered around the Antipode on the Farside and spanning an angle of 30
deg in longitude, in latitude and in all radial directions from the Antipode, i.e. a total angle of 60 deg at the cone
vertex right at the center of the Moon.
There are three sound scientific reasons for defining PAC this way:
1) PAC is the only area of the Farside that will never be reached by the radiation emitted by future human space
bases located at the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon system (the geometric proof of this fact
is trivial);
2) PAC is the most shielded area of the Farside, with an expected attenuation of man-made RFI ranging from 15
to 100 dB or higher;
3) PAC does not overlap with other areas of interest to human activity except for a minor common area with the
Aitken Basin, the southern depression supposed to have been created 3.8 billion years ago during the “big
wham” between the Earth and the Moon.
Figure 1 shows a photo of the Farside of the Moon, the two parallels at plus and minus 30 deg drawn by
solid red lines, and PAC, the Protected Antipode Circle, shown as the red, solid circle centered at the Antipode
and tangent to the above two parallels at plus and minus 30 deg.
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Figure 1 PAC, the Protected Antipode Circle, is the circular piece of land (1820 km in diameter along the Moon surface)
that we propose to be reserved for scientific purposes only on the Farside of the Moon. At the center of PAC is the Antipode
of the Earth (on the equator and at 180 deg in longitude) and, near to the Antipode, is crater Daedalus, an 80 km crater
proposed by the author in 2005 as the best location for the future Lunar Farside Radio Lab. Inside Daedalus, the expected
attenuation of the man-made RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) coming from the Earth is of the order of 100 dB or higher.

In view of these unique features, we propose PAC to be officially recognized by the United Nations as a
INTERNATIONAL PROTECTED AREA, where no radio contamination by humans will possibly take place
now and in the future.
This will be for the benefit of all Humankind.
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Urgent Need for RFI-free radio astronomy

In order to detect radio signals of all kinds, as radio astronomers do, it is mandatory to firstly reject all RFI
(Radio Frequency Interference). But RFI is produced in ever increasing amounts by the technological growth of
civilization on Earth, and has now reached the point where large bands of the spectrum are blinded by legal or
illegal transmitters of all kinds.
Since 1994, the late French radio astronomer Jean Heidmann pointed out that Radio astronomy from the
surface of the Earth is doomed to die in a few decades if uncontrolled growth of RFI continues. Heidmann also
made it clear, however, that advances in modern space technology could bring Radio astronomy to a new life,
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was Radio astronomy done from the Farside of the Moon, obviously shielded by the Moon spherical body from
all RFI produced on Earth.
In view of the following developments in this paper, we present now a short review about the five
Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon system, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 The five Earth-Moon Lagrangian Points (i.e. the points where the Earth and Moon gravitational pulls on a
spacecraft cancel out!):
1) Let R denote the Earth-Moon distance that is 384,400 km. Then, the distance between the Moon and the Lagrangian
point L1 equals 0.1596003*R, that is 61350 km. Consequently the Earth-to-L1 distance equals 0.8403997*R, that is
323050 km.
2) The distance between the Moon and the Lagrangian point L2 equals 0.1595926*R, that is 61347 km.
3) The distance between the Earth and the Lagrangian point L3 equals 1.007114*R, that is 387135 km.
4) The two “triangular” Lagrangian Points L4 and L5 are just at same distance R from Earth and Moon.
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Terminal Longitude λ on the Moon Farside
for Radio Waves emitted by Telecommunication Satellites
in orbit around the Earth
In this section we prove an important mathematical formula, vital to select any RFI-free Moon Farside
Base.
We want to compute the small angle α beyond the limb (the limb is the meridian having longitude 90° E on
the Moon) where the radio waves coming from telecommunications satellites in circular orbit around the Earth
still reach, i.e. they become tangent to the Moon’s spherical body. The new angle λ = α+90° we shall call
“terminal longitude” of these radio waves. In practice, no radio wave from telecom satellites can hit the Moon
surface at longitudes higher than this terminal longitude λ.
To find α (see Figure 3) we draw the straight line tangent to the Moon’s sphere from G, the point tangent to
the circular orbit having radius R. This straight line forms a right-angled triangle with the Earth-Moon axis, EM,
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with right angle at G. Next, consider the straight line parallel to the one above but from the Moon center M,
intersecting the EG segment at a point P. Once again, the triangle EPM is right-angled in P, and it is similar to
the previous triangle. So, the angle α is now equal to the EMP angle. The latter can be found, since:
1) The Earth-Moon distance E M = D Earth − Moon is known and we assume its worst case (Moon at perigee):
Earth-Moon distance equal to 356410 km.
2) The E P segment equals the E G = R segment minus the Moon radius, R
.
Moon

3) Using Pythagoras’ theorem one finds P M =

(E M ) − (E P )
2

2

4) The tangent of the requested angle α is then given by tan α =

.

EP
=
PM

EP

(E M )2 − (E P )2

.

Inverting the last equation and making the substitutions described at the points 1), 2) and 4), one gets the
terminal longitude λ of radio waves on the Moon Farside (between 90° E and 180° E) emitted by a telecom
satellite circling around the Earth at a distance R:


R − RMoon

2
 D2
Earth − Moon − (R − R Moon )


λ = atan 


 π
 + 2 .


Here the independent variable R can range only between 0 and the maximum value that does not make the above
radical become negative, that is 0 ≤ R ≤ D Earth − Moon + RMoon . The equation above for λ shows that the λ(R)

curve becomes vertical for R → (DEarth − Moon + RMoon ) and λ = 180°

Figure 3 The simple geometry defining the “Terminal Longitude, λ” on the Farside of the Moon, where radio waves emitted
by telecom satellites circling the Earth at a radius R are grazing the Moon surface.
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Selecting Crater Daedalus near the Farside Center

This author claims that the time will come when commercial wars among the big industrial trusts running the
telecommunications business by satellites will lead them to grab more and more space around the Earth, pushing
their satellites into orbits with apogee much higher than the geostationary one. A “safe” crater must be selected
East along the Moon equator. How much further East? The answer if given by the diagram in Figure 4, based
on the above equation for λ.
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Figure 4 Terminal longitude λ (vertical axis) on the Moon Farside versus the telecom satellites orbital radius R around the
Earth (horizontal axis) expressed in units of the Earth’s geostationary radius (42241.096 km).

The vertical trait predicted by our equation for λ shows up in Figure 4 as the “upgoing right branch”. This
shows that, if we only keep the equation for λ into account, the maximum distance from the Earth’s center for
these telecom satellites is about 8.479 times the geostationary radius, corresponding to a circular orbital radius
of 358148 km. Was a telecom satellite put in such a circular orbit around the Earth, its radio waves would flood
Moon longitudes as high as about ~175° or more. However we did not consider the Lagrangian points yet!
So, it will never be possible to put a satellite into a circular orbit around the Earth at a distance of 358148
km, simply because this distance already lies beyond the distance of the Lagrangian point L1 nearest to the
Earth, that is located at 323050 km (Lagrangian points are, by definition, the points of zero orbital velocity in
the two-body problem!).
So we are now led to wonder: what is the Moon Farside terminal longitude corresponding to the distance of
the nearest Lagrangian point, L1 ? The answer is given by the above equation for λ upon replacing R = 323050
km, and the result is λ = 154.359° . In words, this means the following: the Moon Farside Sector in between
154.359 E and 154.359 W will never be blinded by RFI coming from satellites orbiting the Earth alone.
In other words, the limit of the blinded longitude as a function of the satellite’s orbital radius around the
Earth is 180° (E and W longitudes just coincide at this meridian, corresponding to the “change-of-date line” on
Earth). But this is the Antipode to Earth on the Moon surface that is the point exactly opposite to the Earth
direction on the other side of the Moon. And our theorem simply proves that the antipode is the most shielded
point on the Moon surface from radio waves coming from the Earth. An intuitive and obvious result, really.
So, where are we going to locate our SETI Farside Moon base? Just take a map of the Moon Farside and
look. One notices that the antipode’s region (at the crossing of the central meridian and of the top parallel in the
figure) is too a rugged region to establish a Moon base. Just about 5° South along the 180° meridian, however,
one finds a large crater about 80 km in diameter, just like Saha. This crater is called Daedalus. So, this author
proposes to establish the first RFI-free base on the Moon just inside crater Daedalus, the most shielded crater of
all on the Moon from Earth-made radio pollution!
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Figure 5 AS11-44-6609 (July 1969) - An oblique of the Crater Daedalus on the Lunar Farside as seen from the Apollo 11
spacecraft in lunar orbit. The view looks southwest. Daedalus (formerly referred to as I.A.U. Crater No. 308) is located at
179 degrees east longitude and 5.5 degrees south latitude. Daedalus has a diameter of about 50 statute miles (~ 80 km). This
is a typical scene showing the rugged terrain on the Farside of the Moon, downloaded from the web site:
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/apollo/apollo11/html/as11_44_6609.html
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Our Vision of the Moon Farside for RFI-free Science

Let us replace the simpler value of λ =154.359° with the simpler value of λ =150°. This matches perfectly
with the need for having the borders of the Pristine Sector making angles orthogonal to the directions of L4 and
L5. The result is this author’s vision of the Farside of the Moon, shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows a diagram of the Moon as seen from above its North Pole with the different “colonization
regimes” proposed by this author. One sees that:
1) The near side of the Moon is left totally free to activities of all kinds: scientific, commercial and industrial.
2) The Farside of the Moon is divided into three thirds, namely three sectors covering 60° in longitude each,
out of which:
a) The Eastern Sector, in between 90° E and 150° E, can be used for installation of radio devices, but only
under the control of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-regime).
b) The Central Sector, in between 150° E and 150° W, must be kept totally free from human exploitation,
namely it is kept in its “pristine” radio environment totally free from man-made RFI. This Sector is
where crater Daedalus is, a ~ 100 km crater located in between 177° E and 179° W and around 5° of
latitude South. At the moment, this author is not aware of how high is the circular rim surrounding
Daedalus.
c) The Western Sector, in between 90° W and 150° W, can be used for installation of radio devices, but only
under the control of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-regime). Also:
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Figure 6. Our vision of the Moon Farside with the Daedalus Crater Base for RFI-free Radio astronomy, Bioastronomy and
SETI science. Future International Space Stations (ISS) might be located at both the L4 and L5 Earth-Moon Points in the
decades to come. Only Point L2 will have to be kept free at all times.

1) The Eastern Sector is exactly opposite to the direction of the Lagrangian point L4, and so the body of the
Moon completely shields the Eastern Sector from RFI produced at L4. Thus, L4 is fully “colonizable”.
2) The Western Sector is exactly opposite to the direction of the Lagrangian point L5, and so the body of the
Moon completely shields the Western Sector from RFI produced at L5. Thus, L5 is fully “colonizable” in
this author’s vision. In other words, this author’s vision achieves the full bilateral symmetry around the
plane passing through the Earth-Moon axis and orthogonal to the Moon’s orbital plane.
3) Of course, L2 may not be utilized at all, since it faces crater Daedalus just at the latter’s zenith. Any RFIproducing device located at L2 would flood the whole of the Farside, and must be ruled out. L2, however, is
the only Lagrangian point to be kept free, out of the five located in the Earth-Moon system. Finally, L2 is
not directly visible from the Earth since shielded by the Moon’s body, what calls for “leaving L2 alone”!
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The Further Two Lagrangian Points L1 and L2
of the Sun-Earth System:
their “polluting” action on the Farside of the Moon
There still is an unavoidable drawback, though.
This is coming from the further two Lagrangian points L1 and L2 of the Sun-Earth system, located along the
Sun-Earth axis and outside the sphere of influence of the Earth that has a radius of about 924646 km around the
Earth. Precisely, the Sun-Earth L1 point is located at a distance of 1496557.035 km from the Earth towards the
Sun, and the L2 point at the (virtually identical) distance of 1496557.034 km from the Earth in the direction
away from the Sun, that is toward the outer solar system. These two points have the “nice” property of moving
around the Sun just with the same angular velocity as the Earth does, while keeping also at the same distance
from the Earth at all times. Thus, they are ideal places for scientific satellites.
Actually, the Sun-Earth L1 Point has already been in use for scientific satellite location since the NASA
ISEE III spacecraft was launched on 12 August 1978 and reached the Sun-Earth L1 region in about a month.
On December 2, 1995, the ESA-NASA “Soho” spacecraft for the exploration of the Solar Corona was
launched. On February 14, 1996, Soho was inserted into a halo orbit around the Sun-Earth L1 point, where it is
still librating now (2007).
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As for the Sun-Earth L2 point, there are plans to let the NASA’s SIM (Space Interferometry Mission)
satellite be placed there, as will be ESA’s GAIA astrometric satellite as well.
So, all these satellites do “POLLUTE” the otherwise RFI-free Farside of the Moon when the Farside is
facing them. Unfortunately, the Moon Farside is facing the Sun-Earth L1 point for half of the Moon’s synodic
period, about 14.75 days, and it is facing the Sun-Earth L2 point for the next 14.75 days. Really all the time!
This radio pullution of the Moon Farside by scientific satellites located at the Lagrangian Points L1 and L2
of the Sun-Earth system is, unfortunately, UNAVOIDABLE. We can only hope that telecom satellites will never
be put there. As for the scientific satellites already there or on the way, the radio frequencies they use are well
known and usually narrow-band. This should help the Fourier transform of the future spectrum analyzers to be
located on the Moon Farside to get rid of these transmissions completely.

Figure 7 (Courtesy of Dr. Robert “Bob” Farquar, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel,
MD, USA). In addition to the five Lagrangian Points of the Earth-Moon system (already described in Figure 1) the next two
closest Lagrangian Points to the Earth are the Lagrangian Points L1 and L2 of the Sun-Earth system. These are located along
the Sun-Earth axis at the distances of about 1.5 million kilometers from the Earth toward the Sun (L1) and outward (L2).
Unfortunately, spacecrafts located in the neighbourhood of these L1 and L2 Sun-Earth Points do send electromagnetic waves
to the Farside of the Moon. Examples are the ISEE-III and Soho spacecrafts, already orbiting around L1, and more
spacecrafts will do so in the future around both L1 and L2.
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Attenuation of man-made RFI on the Moon Farside

In a recent paper presented by this author at the International Astronautical Congress held in Valencia in
October 2006, his co-worker Salvo Pluchino succeeded in computing the RFI attenuation on the Farside of the
Moon [3]. A basic result proven there are the RFI attenuation values shown in Table 1 hereafter.
Frequency or radio waves

f = 100 kHz

f = 100 MHz

f = 100 GHz

Source in GEO

42.62 dB

72.62 dB

102.62 dB

30.32 dB

60.32 dB

90.32 dB

29.15 dB

59.15 dB

89.15 dB

Source in an orbit passing
through the L1 point
Source still at
L4 or L5 Lagrangian
points

Table 1 Radio waves attenuation in the lunar equatorial plane and at lunar longitude λ = 180° (i.e. near the Daedalus crater)
for radio sources emitting at 100 kHz, 100 MHz and 100 GHz, respectively. All attenuation values are in dB.

Perhaps even more important than the “generic” frequency values listed in Table 1 are the following precise
line frequencies high scientific importance again taken from the paper [3]. In practice, these are the attenuations
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of man-made RFI to be expected at crater Daedalus and within the PAC. It should also be stated that these are
the attenuation values assuming that the Moon is not surrounded by a very thin ionosphere. Since a very tiny
Lunar Ionosphere might possibly exist, however, the values below might be slightly incorrect.
Origin of radio
Source in orbit at
Source still
Radio frequency f
Source in GEO
waves
L1 distance
at L4 or L5
ELF

0.003 MHz

-27.39 dB

-15.57 dB

-14.61 dB

VLF

0.030 MHz

-37.39 dB

-25.10 dB

-23.94 dB

Jupiter’s storm

20 MHz

-65.63 dB

-53.33 dB

-52.16 dB

Deuterium

327.384 MHz

-77.77 dB

-65.48 dB

-64.30 dB

Hydrogen

1420.406 MHz

-84.14 dB

-71.85 dB

-70.68 dB

Hydroxyl radical

1612.231 MHz

-84.69 dB

-72.40 dB

-71.23 dB

Formaldehyde

4829.660 MHz

-89.46 dB

-77.17 dB

-75.99 dB

Methanol

6668.518 MHz

-90.86 dB

-78.56 -dB

-77.39 dB

Water vapor

22.235 GHz

-96.09 dB

-83.79 dB

-82.62 dB

Silicon monoxide

42.519 GHz

-98.90 dB

-86.61 dB

-85.44 dB

Carbon monoxide

109.782 GHz

-103.02 dB

-90.73 dB

-89.56 dB

Water vapor

183.310 GHz

-105.25 dB

-92.95 dB

-91.78 dB

Table 2 Attenuation in the lunar equatorial plane and at lunar longitude at λ = 180° (near the Daedalus crater) for radio
waves having some of the most important frequencies used by radioastronomers to explore the universe.

Conclusions
The goal of this paper was to make the readers sensitive to the importance of protecting the Central Farside
of the Moon from any future wild, anti-scientific exploitation.
In particular, we gave sound scientific reasons why the PAC, Protected Antipode Circle, should be declared
an international land under the Protection of the United Nations, or, in absence of that institution, by direct
agreement among the space-faring nations.
The Farside of the Moon is a unique place for us in the whole universe: it is close to the Earth, but protected
from the radio garbage that we ourselves are creating in ever increasing amount that is making our radio
telescopes blinder and blinder.
The Farside cannot be left to the realtor’s speculations!
And this is an urgent matter!
Some international agreement must be taken for the benefit of all Humankind.
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Summary
This Memo sets out in brief terms:
1) The current legal status of the Moon, including its Farside;
2) The legal consequences and parameters following from that legal status for protecting the Farside against
activities which may or would interfere with possible scientific activities, notably astronomic activities,
there; and
3) What measures could be undertaken to establish a certain level of protection of such scientific activities.

1

The current legal status of the Moon, including its Farside

The key document providing for the legal status of the Moon, and all other existing international legal
aspects of the current issue, is the 1967 Outer Space Treaty (Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies), in view of
the fact that the 1979 Moon Agreement (Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies) has been poorly ratified, and not by any of the major spacefaring countries.
The Outer Space Treaty in Article II provides that “Outer space, including the Moon and other celestial
bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by
any other means.” This determines the status of the Moon as a ‘global commons’, a terra communis which is not
and can never become part of one state or another, and at the same time is available for proper use to all states
without discrimination.
This is reinforced by Article I, providing inter alia that “Outer space, including the Moon and other
celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis
of equality and in accordance with international law, and there shall be free access to all areas of celestial
bodies”. In addition, Article XII provides that “All stations, installations, equipment and space vehicles on the
Moon and other celestial bodies shall be open to representatives of other States Parties to the Treaty on a basis
of reciprocity. Such representatives shall give reasonable advance notice of a projected visit, in order that
appropriate consultations may be held and that maximum precautions may be taken to assure safety and to avoid
interference with normal operations in the facility to be visited.”
Any legal regime providing limitations to that fundamental freedom of exploration and use of outer space
would have to be developed on an international level, by the community of states jointly. The Outer Space
Treaty itself provides the first and most general of such a further legal regime, as it for example requires states
to accept international responsibility (Article VI) and liability (Article VII) for relevant sets of space activities,
to cooperate internationally and in accordance with general international law (Articles III, IX, X, XI), to inform
and consult in case their space activities may threaten to seriously interfere with other state’s activities (Articles
IX, XI), to abide by the treaty’s norms also if cooperating in the context of intergovernmental organizations
(Article XIII) and not to orbit or station weapons of mass destruction in outer space (Article IV).
Further rules are provided by a set of UN sponsored international treaties which elaborated the Outer Space
Treaty, notably the 1968 Rescue Agreement (Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts
and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space), the 1972 Liability Convention (Convention on
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International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects) and the 1975 Registration Convention
(Convention for the Establishment of a European Space Agency). These agreements however are of no direct
relevance for the current issue, and therefore need not be further discussed presently.
In short: the legal status of the Moon is that of a ‘global commons’, where the basic rule is freedom of
exploration and use as limited only by further internationally agreed limitations on such freedom, such as
imposed by the Outer Space Treaty itself. This analysis comprehensively also applies to the Farside of the
Moon.

2

The legal consequences and parameters following from the legal status of the Moon

The primary consequence of the above summary analysis of the legal status of the Moon for protecting the
Farside against activities which may or would interfere with possible scientific activities, notably astronomic
activities, on that Farside is that any further legal measures in support of such aims would have to be agreed on
the international level. This would, for example, concern a limitation of access to areas on the Moon, such as on
the Farside, in order to prevent intrusion of and interference with scientific activities undertaken there.
The aforementioned clause of Article XII only provides some limitations to the right of other states to visit a
station on the Moon without any previous warning, not to visit that station as such or even refrain from
undertaking their own activities in the vicinity, unless it directly interferes in a serious manner with the activities
of such a station. Even then, currently Article IX essentially only requires such states to consult in good faith,
not per se to desist from such activities in case it can be proven that serious harm might be caused to the
station’s activities.
Generally speaking, the abovementioned Liability Convention is supposed to deal with cases where such
harm would actually occur, although the scope of application of that regime in the current context may be
considerably limited by the way relevant concepts such as ‘space objects’ and ‘damage’ compensable under the
Convention are defined, and the absence of direct liability for private operators under it.
At the same time, further to the above analysis, specifically with reference to scientific exploration and use,
it is to be noted on the one hand that Article I of the Outer Space Treaty also states that “The exploration and use
of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development, and shall be the
province of all mankind”, and that “There shall be freedom of scientific investigation in outer space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies, and States shall facilitate and encourage international cooperation in such
investigation.”
In other words: scientific exploration represents a major goal for all space activities, and in the abstract no
space activities should be allowed to ignore or fundamentally interfere with the freedom of states to undertake
such activities, including scientific activities conducted on the Farside of the Moon. This is also the consequence
of obligations of international cooperation, non-harmful interference with other states’ activities and furthering
the benefits of all countries, found in the various Articles of the Outer Space Treaty referred to before.
In short: the fundamental consequence of the status of the Moon is that on the one hand scientific activities
on the Farside of the Moon are allowed, even strongly supported in the abstract as being manifestations of the
major aims of the Outer Space Treaty, but that on the other hand the freedom of other states to undertake space
activities in their exercise of the free right of use and exploration, thus possibly interfering with scientific
activities on the Farside of the Moon, cannot be substantially obstructed without further ado.
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Measures to be undertaken to protect scientific activities on the Farside of Moon

The approach with the largest chance of success to achieve a certain level of protection of such scientific
activities on the Farside of the Moon is pointed out by the Moon Agreement. Whilst the Agreement strictly
speaking is of little binding value as a treaty, in view of the aforementioned widespread refusal of the
spacefaring nations to ratify it, the overriding reason for that refusal was the determination, by means of Article
11, that the Moon was to be considered the ‘common heritage of mankind’, with the likely results that this
would lead to in terms of mandatory sharing of (the benefits of) exploited resources as well as of the technology
used for such exploitation.
All other clauses of the Moon Agreement generally speaking met with little resistance. Even the United
States, the most vocal in refusing to accept such consequences to result from the invocation of the common
heritage of mankind-priniple, greatly contributed to the drafting of the Agreement and most of its clauses, before
a new political climate caused them to shirk back from signing and ratifying the Agreement for reasons of
Article 11’s perceived potential impact.
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Thus, the clause of Article 7(3) providing that “States Parties shall report to other States Parties and to the
Secretary-General concerning areas of the Moon having special scientific interest in order that, without
prejudice to the rights of other States Parties, consideration may be given to the designation of such areas as
international scientific preserves for which special protective arrangements are to be agreed upon in consultation
with the competent bodies of the United Nations” never constituted a bone of contention. As a matter of fact,
especially US authors have claimed several times that the landing sides of the successful Apollo missions should
be preserved in similar fashion, and even such international law-ignoring enterprises as Lunar Embassy,
purportedly selling plots on the Moon, officially declared that those places were excluded from its sales
activities.
The fact that only a few, largely non-spacefaring states would be formally entitled to invoke this clause and
to do so moreover only against a few others, simply means that the Moon Agreement on this issue should not be
used as a binding legal instrument, but as an analogy for what should be argued to be a necessary development.
Also, on earth, in the context of Antarctica (the continent closest to presenting analogies for scientific
activities in terms of living and working environment and difficulties related to both), such an option has been
created, and even made use of: the whole continent is now formally labeled a ‘Scientific Reserve’, with due
consequences for the rights to undertake scientific activities there without undue interference by commercial or
other non-scientific activities.
In other words: in order to establish protection for scientific activities on the Farside of the Moon, (1)
certain states should be engaged in reporting to the international community, notably COPUOS, that particular
areas on the Farside of the Moon are of “special scientific interest”, (2) propose to designate them “international
scientific preserves” in analogy to the Moon Agreement’s proposed regime or “scientific reserves” in analogy to
Antarctica, and (3) discuss in detail what specific legal consequences such a designation should carry, in order
to achieve the desired level of protection. Notably, finally, (4) the consequences of such an international regime
should be mandatorily flowed down, as relevant, to private operators by means of national law and national
licensing systems.
Further supporting arguments could be found in the various clauses of the Outer Space Treaty referred to,
stressing the importance of scientific exploration in the context of space activities, the respect such exploration
should enjoy in relation to other space activities, and the need for international cooperation and agreement to
establish clear rules to implement these general principles in the specific context of the Farside of the Moon.

4

Concluding remarks

The general approach sketched would offer sufficient opportunities to arrive at protection measures for
scientific activities on the Farside of the Moon, notably through the establishment of ‘international scientific
preserves’ or ‘scientific reserves’. The present Memo cannot go into the various details of the existing legal
framework for scientific activities and the possible establishment of such a measure of protection, including also
the various ramifications on the level of domestic law and regulation, but further analysis would largely and
broadly corroborate that approach, provide further details and indications on how to proceed as well as what the
key issues to be included in such a regime of ‘international scientific preserves’ or ‘scientific reserves’ would
turn out to be.
At this point, the main issue is of course to generate sufficient interest with a number of key states to be
able to provide such proposals with sufficient weight for a reasonable chance of success.

Lincoln, Nebraska, January 2010
Frans von der Dunk
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CHAPTER 3

Legal Aspects of the PAC Proposal
Leslie I. Tennen
Law Offices of Sterns and Tennen
Phoenix, Arizona U.S.A.
Ltennen@astrolaw.com

The creation of a protected lunar zone for scientific purposes encompasses several
components: the physical surface area of the moon within the protected zone and the
subsurface thereof; portions of the radio frequency spectrum;1 and the “quiet cone” extending
from the circumference of the PAC on the moon to a distance above the surface.2 The
establishment of the PAC is a matter of international concern, and is subject to international
law. Although the legal regime of the moon has not been comprehensively settled,3 certain
fundamental principles have been articulated in treaties as positive international law. Both
the Outer Space Treaty (OST)4 and the Moon Agreement (MA)5 have direct applicability to
scientific use and explorations of the moon.
Perhaps the most basic and essential principle, from which all legal regulation of
space flows, is set forth in Article III of the OST:
States Parties to the Treaty shall carry on activities in the exploration and use of outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, in accordance with international
law, including the Charter of the United Nations, in the interest of maintaining
international peace and security and promoting international co-operation and
understanding.

1. See chapter by F. Lyall, re protection of radio frequencies. The ITU
Radiocommunications Sector has taken preliminary steps to ensure that frequencies for
passive use by radio astronomy are not allocated to other purposes. The 1979 WARC, at
footnote 722, recognized the passive search for SETI utilizing frequencies in 1400-1727
MHz, and 101-120 and 197-220 GHz. The ITU has created a quiet zone with selected bands
protected on virtually the entire lunar far side. ITU, Protection of Frequencies for
Radioastronomical Measurements in the Shielded Zone of the Moon, Study Group 7,
Radiocommunications Assembly, Geneva, Rec. ITU-R RA.479-4 (1997).
2. See diagram at the bottom of PAC draft p. 5.
3. F. Lyall A Lunar Far Side Observatory and Law.
4. Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, opened for signature
January 27, 1967, 18 U.S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S. No. 6347, 610 U.N.T.S. 205 [hereinafter referred
to as the "OST"].
5. Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies, entered into force July 11, 1984, 1363 U.N.T.S. 3, text reproduced in 18 I.L.M. 1434
(1979) [hereinafter referred to as the “MA”].
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This principle is well settled in the corpus juris spatialis. It was articulated in
paragraph 1(a) of GA Res. 1721 (XVI), International Co-Operation in the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space, which was adopted in December, 1961. This principle became binding
international law upon the entry into force of the OST in 1967. The OST has received
widespread acceptance, with more than 125 states declaring their adherence to its provisions
by ratification or otherwise.6 This principle also has been incorporated into article 2 of the
MA.
The OST and the MA express general principles which will be enhanced and
promoted by the creation of the PAC. The Preamble to the OST, for example, recognizes:
￢

the common interest of all mankind in the progress of the exploration and use
of outer space for peaceful purposes;

￢

the exploration and use of outer space shall be carried on for the benefit of all
peoples;

￢

the contribution to broad international co-operation in the scientific as well as
the legal aspects of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful
purposes;

￢

the contribution to the development of mutual understanding and to the
strengthening of friendly relations between States and peoples.

The Preamble articulates policies and goals which are aspirational in nature, and
which would be promoted and furthered by the establishment and maintenance of the PAC.
However, the statements in the Preamble, by themselves, do not create specific legal
obligations. Nevertheless, these aspirational expressions provide guidance as to the spirit,
intent and meaning of the provisions which follow in the OST, including article I which
provides, inter alia, that the exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, and
shall be the province of all mankind. Article I further provides that states shall facilitate and
encourage international co-operation in scientific investigation in outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies.
The Preamble of the MA elaborates on these policies with the recognition that the
moon, as a natural satellite of the earth, has an important role to play in the exploration of
outer space. The MA Preamble speaks of the promotion of the further development of cooperation among States in the exploration and use of the moon and other celestial bodies, the
benefits which may be derived from the exploitation of the natural resources of the moon, and
the desire to prevent the moon from becoming an area of international conflict.
These aspirations embodied in these statements are reflected in article 2 of the MA,
which provides, in pertinent part, that all activities on the moon, including its exploration and
use, shall be carried out in the interest of maintaining international peace and security and
promoting international co-operation and mutual understanding. The establishment of the
PAC would serve all of these aspirations and obligations.
6. Status of International Agreements Relating to Activities in Outer Space as at 1
January 2014, U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/2014/CRP.7, p. 10.
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Although the creation and maintenance of the PAC would advance and facilitate many
of the policies which underlie the OST, the MA, and the corpus juris spatialis in general, the
treaties also contain provisions which may be contravened by a PAC. For example, both the
OST, in article I, and the MA in article 8, provide that there shall be free access to all areas of
celestial bodies. Article I of the OST, and article 6.1 of the MA, declare that there shall be
freedom of scientific investigation in outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies. Significantly, both the OST and the MA unequivocally state that the moon is not
subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or
by any other means.7
The dedication of an area as a PAC necessarily would impede free access to that
protected area. The maintenance of a protected zone would restrict and limit the activities
that states otherwise may be able to conduct in the zone. A PAC also could entail restrictions
on activities in physical areas in proximity to the protected zone and other areas where the
activities could directly or indirectly intrude or interfere with the dedicated purposes of the
PAC. Such impediments clearly would infringe upon the right of states to conduct scientific
investigation in the area. In addition, the PAC could be considered to contravene the nonappropriation doctrine.
The rights and obligations articulated in the OST and the MA are directed to states8
and apply to their national activities.9 Moreover, states which are not party to either the OST
or the MA10 nonetheless may be subject to certain of the provisions of the corpus juris
spatialis discussed above as a matter of customary international law, especially regarding the
non-appropriation doctrine. As such, no state or small group of states can be anticipated to
declare a PAC or similar protected area in contravention of the provisions of the OST or the
MA and expect the designation to be respected.11
A broad constituency of nations can take action consistent with international law that
would be more difficult for a small group to accomplish, especially if that broad constituency
included most of the states which have conducted, are conducting, or are anticipated to
conduct activities on the moon. The treaties were developed by agreement of the community
of nations, and the community of nations, by agreement, can adopt new, special rules and
regulations for the PAC, or otherwise provide for an exception, exemption, or exclusion to
alter treaty provisions as deemed necessary. The treaties themselves recognize the ability of

7. OST art. II; MA art. 11.2
8. The MA also applies to an international intergovernmental organization which
conducts space activities if the organization declares its acceptance of the MA and if a
majority of the States members of the organization are States Parties to both the OST and the
MA.
9. OST art. VI.
10. All states which are party to the MA also are party to the OST except for
Guatemala. See Status of International Agreements Relating to Activities in Outer Space as at
1 January 2014, U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/2014/CRP.7. Nations continue to consider whether to
become party to the MA, and Kuwait became the latest state to do so by accession dated
April 28, 2014.
11. Cf. Declaration of the First Meeting of Equatorial Countries, December 3, 1976,
text reproduced www.spacelaw.olemiss.edu/.../declarations/1976_bogota_declaration.pdf .
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the international community to modify their provisions, as specific procedures are outlined by
which the instruments can be amended.12
The creation of the PAC will need to draw upon the support of as many nations as
possible. It has been suggested that in the absence of a more general agreement, the “Mooncompetent” states should be encouraged to agree on setting aside a protected site, and to
require licensed national activities to observe the protections.13 While the designation of
protected sites should be encouraged, the protection of the PAC will require some element of
coordination between nations to have uniformity in site selection and to define and clarify the
needs and requirements of the zone and the parameters of protection. Moreover, all states
have an interest in the designation of protected sites, not just states which currently may be
described as “moon competent.”
The MA establishes a procedure pursuant to which special protective measures can be
adopted for areas having particular scientific interest. Article 7(3) provides:
States Parties shall report to other States Parties and to the Secretary-General
concerning areas of the moon having special scientific interest in order that, without
prejudice to the rights of other States Parties, consideration may be given to the
designation of such areas as international scientific preserves for which special
protective arrangements are to be agreed upon in consultation with the competent
bodies of the United Nations.
This provision has several components. States party to the MA have an affirmative obligation
to report to the Secretary General if they become aware of an area of the moon having special
scientific interest. The purpose of the report is so that consideration can be given to the
designation of such area as an “international scientific preserve.” The specific legal
ramifications and implications of this designation are not spelled out in the MA other than the
recognition that special protective arrangements are to be made. The details of these
arrangements are left for future agreement, in consultation with the competent bodies of the
UN. Reports to the Secretary-General pursuant to this provision are without prejudice to the
rights of other states party to the MA.
The language of article 7.3 is susceptible to an interpretation which would militate
against the applicability to the PAC. Specifically, the PAC is sought for the unique physical
attributes which can be used to promote the study of radio astronomy. The report of an area
of special scientific interest, however, could be interpreted as relating to the area itself as
being of special scientific interest. Since the PAC is not intended for the study of the lunar
surface or subsurface within the area of the antipodal circle, or even the “quiet cone” rising
above the surface, it could be claimed that article 7.3 is inapplicable.
12. OST art. XV; MA art. 17; see also MA art. 18; Agreement on the Rescue of
Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts, and the Return of Objects Launched Into Outer Space,
opened for signature April 22, 1968, art. 8, 19 U.S.T. 7570, T.I.A.S. No. 6599, 672 U.N.T.S.
119 [hereinafter referred to as the “RRA”]; Convention on International Liability for Damage
Caused by Space Objects, opened for signature March 29, 1972, art. XXV, 24 U.S.T. 2389,
T.I.A.S. No. 7762, 961 U.N.T.S. 187; Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into
Outer Space, opened for signature January 14, 1975, arts. IX, X, 28 U.S.T. 695, T.I.A.S. No.
8480, 1023 U.N.T.S. 15.
13. Lyall, A Lunar Far Side Observatory and the Law p 3.
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Article 7.3 also may be deficient in relation to the inclusion of the “quiet cone” within
the designation of scientific preserve. The quiet cone will extend for a considerable distance
above the lunar surface. The MA has spatial limitations, in that it applies only to the body of
the moon, lunar orbits, and trajectories to the moon.14 To the extent the quiet cone extends
beyond or outside of orbits and trajectories, that portion may not be within the specific
language of article 7.3. It may be necessary to consider that the circumference of the PAC
may be different from the circumference utilized to calculate the dimensions of the quiet
cone. Nevertheless, given the nature of the purpose of article 7.3, the spirit and intention of
the provision should prevail over an interpretation based on a strict parsing of language and
semantics. A broad interpretation would be consistent with and serve the broad policy goals
of the MA as well as the OST discussed above.
The procedure of article 7.3 could be initiated by any state party to the MA submitting
a report to the Secretary General. Upon receipt of such a report, the Secretary General can
act as the focal point for consultations with the competent bodies of the UN. The utilization
of the UN framework would have the inherent advantage of participation by a broad
constituency as well as a structure by which the consultations with the organs, bodies and
committees can be accomplished. However, article 7.3 has been criticized as permitting only
a handful of states, which are party to the MA and are largely non-spacefaring, to invoke this
provision against the few space-faring states,15 and the suggestion made that certain states
should be encouraged to report to the international community, especially COPUOS, of areas
of special scientific interest as a procedural analog and substitute for article 7.3 of the MA.16
Although article 7.3 refers to reports to be made by states party, the Secretary General
is not likely to disregard a report made of an area of special scientific interest solely for the
reason that the report was made by a state which is not a party to the MA. Moreover, article
7.3 specifically provides that the special protective arrangements for areas designated as
international scientific preserves are to be agreed upon in consultation with the competent
bodies of the United Nations. These competent bodies, which would include both the Legal
as well as the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committees of COPUOS, and the various other
organs and committees of the UN,17 have a global constituency, and therefore will provide
multiple fora in which the interests of states, whether or not party to the MA, can be
expressed. In addition, article 7.3 does not prohibit the consultation with entities and sources
outside of the UN, and can be viewed as having an expansive rather than a restrictive scope
of consultive sources broadly including the public and the international community. Thus,
various organizations and entities outside of the UN system can be included within the ambit
of consultations consistent with article 7.3, including COSPAR, ICSU, and the Commissions
of the IAU, such as Commission 40 (radioastronomy), 44 (space and high energy
astrophysics), 50 (protection of existing and potential observatory sites), and 51
(bioastronomy:search for extraterrestrial life). The procedure of article 7.3, therefore, should
not be summarily disregarded as it may provide a useful mechanism to promote the
establishment of the PAC.
14. MA art.1.2.
15. F. von der Dunk chapter p. 15.
16. Id. p. 14.
17. For a description of the various bodies of the United Nations with an interest in
space activities, see generally SPACE ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.184/BP/16 (1999).
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Whether the recognition of the PAC is derived through the procedure of article 7.3 or
otherwise, the precise details of the protections to be afforded to the zone are to be decided
through international consultations, including: the location, size and shape of the protected
zone on the surface of the moon; the dimensions of the quiet cone arising from the lunar
surface; the depth and dimensions of any protected subsurface below the surface protected
zone; and the radio frequencies to be dedicated or otherwise restricted for other use. The
scientific use of the PAC presents a paradox, in that the conduct of research designed to take
advantage of the benefits of the quiet zone will entail the development of some level of
infrastructure for the research to be conducted. The infrastructure will be specific to
missions, and will be subject to the provisions of the corpus juris spatialis from which the
protected zone has not otherwise been exempted.
The creation of any infrastructure will result in some disruption to the existing pristine
lunar environment.18 Article IX of the OST provides that the exploration of the moon shall be
conducted so as to avoid its harmful contamination. The establishment of stations and other
facilities on the moon expressly is authorized by the OST19 as well as the MA,20 and the mere
creation of an installation would not be violative of the corpus juris spatialis. The
implementation of the infrastructure, however, is another matter, and care must be taken to
limit the impact the activities on the moon will cause to the natural environment, both within
and outside of the protected zone. Thus, technical means may need to be explored, for
example, to reduce radio frequency spillover, that is, how to process and route
communications in situ and to and from the surrounding area while still shielding the
protected zone. The employment of active measures to prevent disruption to the natural lunar
environment is consistent with the philosophy which underlies the PAC proposal. Such
measures also are consistent with the requirements of article 7.1 of the MA that states take
measures to prevent the disruption of the existing balance of the environment.
As a protected zone, it can be expected that activities other than those which are
directly related to the scientific purpose of the zone will be restricted to a minimal level or
prohibited entirely. Thus, other scientific explorations, as well as commercial exploitations,
necessarily will be limited in the activities they will be permitted to conduct and the
proximity of such activities to the protected zone. Where the activities of one state may
interfere with the activities of another state, the parties involved are to engage in
consultations to resolve the matter. Consultations may be requested under article IX of the
OST. Parties to the MA, on the other hand, are obligated by article 15.2 to participate in
consultations once requested.
An infrastructure developed for research utilizing the PAC would be subject to the
general provisions of the corpus juris spatialis21 regarding jurisdiction and control,22
responsibility and liability,23 and humanitarian considerations in the event of accident,
18. Sterns & Tennen, Should the Lunar Crater SAHA Be Accorded Special Legal
Protection?, PROCEEDINGS OF THE 42ND COLLOQUIUM ON THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE 393
(2000).
19. OST art. IV.
20. MA arts. 8.2, 9.1.
21. See generally Sterns & Tennen, supra note 18.
22. OST art. VIII.
23. Id. arts. VI, VII.
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emergency or other distress to astronauts.24 Provisions of space law that may have particular
relevance to the PAC include the requirement to report on a regular basis of the scientific
results of missions;25 the obligation to permit visits to facilities, stations and installations on
the moon or below the surface;26 and the duty to promptly inform the Secretary General, the
public, and the international scientific community of any indication of organic life.27
Article 11.1 of the MA declares that the moon and its natural resources are the
common heritage of mankind, and article 11.5 provides for the establishment of an
international regime to govern the exploitation of natural lunar resource. The designation of
the PAC could be an application of the common heritage of mankind principle,28 however
there is no express or implied linkage between articles 7.3 and 11. Thus, the designation of
an area as a scientific preserve under article 7.3 is not dependent upon the prior establishment
of an international regime pursuant to article 11.5. Nevertheless, an international regime
established under article 11.5 might have authority to designate scientific preserves or
otherwise set aside areas of special scientific interest.29
The PAC comprises a very large portion of the lunar far side. The MA provides that
states may establish stations on the moon, which can be manned or unmanned. However,
only that area shall be used which is required for the needs of the station.30 The large area
encompassed within the PAC may give rise to opposition based solely on the spatial
dimensions of the zone. For this reason, it may be advisable to consider limiting the size of
the PAC as much as possible. It also may be advisable to define one or more intermediate
zones, in which the most restrictive protections are in the center zone of the PAC, and the
intermediate zones have progressively less restrictive protective measures, leading to the edge
of the PAC where no special protective measures are in place beyond the provisions of the
corpus juris spatialis in general. Limitations to the scope of the PAC will help to reduce
potential conflict with future exploration and use of moon.

24. Id. art. V; MA art. 10; see generally RRA.
25. MA art. 5. Results are to be reported upon completion of a mission. For
missions lasting more than 60 days, reports are to be made at 30 day intervals. For missions
longer than 6 months, only significant additions need be reported.
26. Id. art. 15.1.
27. Id. art. 5.3.
28. See Cocca, Reservation of a Lunar Zone for SETI Purposes, PROCEEDINGS OF THE
38TH COLLOQUIUM ON THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE 270, 271 (1996).
29. Lyall, On the Moon, 28 J. SPACE L. 129-38 (1998).
30. MA art. 9.
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CHAPTER 4

DAEDALUS AND RADIO
Francis Lyall,
Emeritus Professor of Public Law,
University of Aberdeen.
f.lyall@abdn.ac.uk

Radio has two aspects in the operation of a SETI detection station in the Daedalus crater in a
‘Protected Antipode Circle’ on the lunar-farside, presence and absence. The station will need
communication connections: it will need radio silence. For both discipline is required. Those
supporting SETI need to be on guard to ensure that the present law relevant to such an
enterprise is not degraded to their disadvantage.
Use of the radio spectrum is agreed by states and policed through the mechanisms of
the 193 state members of International Telecommunication Union, the ITU.31 The Radio
Regulations (RR), a treaty having the same legal status as the ITU Constitution and
Convention, are negotiated, adopted and revised at regular conferences. RR Art. 5 contains
the Table of Frequency Allocations, which, covering the radio spectrum between 8.3 kHz and
3000 GHz, sets out the particular frequencies to be used for different services.32
The communication needs of a Daedalus or other station within the Protected
Antipode Circle can be arrived at within the existing RR.33 It is for a state to assign the use
of a particular frequency to a particular transmitter. In so doing it must conform to the Table
of Allocations. That assignment is notified to the Bureau of the ITU Radiocommunication
Sector where it is checked against the Master International Frequency Register. If there is

31

F. Lyall, International Communications: The International Telecommunication Union and
the Universal Postal Union, (Farnham, Surrey, Burlington VT: Ashgate, 2011).
32
The range 275 GHz to 1000 GHz is used for passive earth-exploration services, for
passive space research and for radio astronomy, but at present there are no bands precisely
denominated for active services therein. Above 1000 GHz both active and passive services
may use the frequencies. See RR 5.565.
33
See next paragraph as to the ‘shielded zone’ on the Moon.
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already a notified assignment entered on the Register the newly notified assignment has to be
coordinated with the earlier so as not to cause harmful interference to it.34
As far as ‘silence’ is required, the ITU has already taken cognisance of the possibility
of a lunar-farside radio astronomy station. Section V of Art. 22 of the ITU Radio Regulations
(RR 22.22-25) is headed: ‘Radio astronomy in the shielded zone of the Moon’. The zone is
defined as comprising ‘the area of the Moon’s surface and an adjacent volume of space which
are shielded from emissions originating within a distance of 100,000 km from the centre of
the Earth’ (RR 22.22.1, fn. 31). Emissions causing harmful interference to radio astronomy
observations and to other users of passive services’ within the zone are, with exceptions,
‘prohibited in the entire frequency spectrum’ (RR 22.22.1). The phrase ‘other uses of
passive services’ clearly encompasses SETI.

The level at which ’harmful interference’

occurs is to be ‘determined by agreement between the administrations concerned, with the
guidance of the relevant ITU-R Recommendations’ (RR 22.22.2, footnote 32).35

The

exceptions to the blanket prohibition of RR 22.22.1 are frequency bands allocated to space
research using active sensors (RR 22.23), together with bands allocated to the space operation
service, Earth-exploration using active sensors, radiolocation using space-borne platforms,36
which are required for the support of space research, as well as for radiocommunication and
space research transmissions within the lunar shielded zone’ (RR 22.24).
In short, RR 22.22-25 will allow administrations (or an administration) to set up a
SETI research station within the Daedalus crater, to communicate with it, and to have a major
degree of radio silence while ‘listening’. Such a station will pick up artificial signals from
the equipment used by other space research activities, but presumably that problem can be
factored out.
However, the radio-astronomy and SETI communities will need to be vigilant to
protect their interests. The regular ITU radio conferences revising the Radio Regulations,
including the Table of Frequency Allocations, and the procedures under which frequency
assignments are recognised and protected, will come under pressure. Commercial companies
providing satellite services of various kinds already want to use frequencies already protected
to a limited degree terrestrially.37 They will seek to get frequencies useful to them allocated
34

For procedures see RR 7-11 and Appendices 30, 30A and 30B.
ITU-R Recommendations and Resolutions have much on ‘harmful interference’, its
avoidance and solution.
36
Sc. global positioning and similar services.
37
For terrestrial radio-astronomy and SETI see F. Lyall and P.B. Larsen, Space Law: A Treatise (Farnham,
Surrey, UK; Burlington VT: Ashgate, 2009) 544-9.
35
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in the Table of Frequency Allocations for their sorts of services, and influence their home
administrations accordingly.

SETI personnel should establish contact with relevant

government departments. They should be active in any relevant ITU Study Groups. They
should participate in the discussions of alterations to the Radio Regulations, in national
discussions, in the negotiations of the ‘Common Proposals’ now a frequent precursor to ITU
conferences. They should be present (even by self-financing) in the national delegations that
attend the decision-making radio conferences.
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CHAPTER 5

MISCELLANOUS MATERIAL ABOUT AN INTENDED
NEW ROBOTIC MISSION ORBITING THE MOON
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Into the Dark Ages: A Lunar-Orbiting, Low Frequency
Antenna to Measure the Global Signatures of the First
Collapsing Structures in the Early Universe
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Co-authors:
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The 21-cm hyperfine transition of hydrogen holds great promise for tracking the evolution of the Universe and
constraining the birth of the first stars and black holes. We describe a single antenna experiment in lunar orbit
that would be the first to observe the Universe during and after the “Dark Ages” when the Universe was < 1 billion
yrs old. The all-sky hydrogen signal has predicted features at frequencies between 25 and 100 MHz that are
characteristic of the expansion of the Universe and the ignition of stars and/or black holes. However, this portion
of the radio spectrum is heavily contaminated by civil and military transmitters much stronger than the hydrogen
signal. A single dipole antenna in lunar orbit, carried into the radio shielded zone above the farside, operating at
25–100 MHz has much potential for cosmological measurements. A stable broadband spectrometer with carefully
controlled noise properties on the spacecraft bus will be required to carry out high dynamic range observations.
Also required will be robust algorithms for removal of the Galactic foregrounds, which are being developed by
ground-based experiments operating at higher frequencies. These data will be the first to produce measurements
of the Universe’s reionization about 13 billion yrs ago.
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Probing the cosmic dark ages with a low-frequency radio
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A low-frequency radio antenna on the far side of the Moon, or in lunar orbit, may allow detection of redshifted 21cm absorption and emission from the cosmic dark ages and the epoch of reionization, and lead to constraints on
cosmology and on the first sources of radiation in the Universe. I will argue why it is attractive, and probably
necessary, to place the antenna on or near the Moon rather than on the Earth. One challenge facing such an
experiment is the intense foregrounds originating from our Galaxy and from extragalactic sources, which place
very stringent requirements on the capabilities of the instrument and the data analysis. I will show the results of
our program to model the observations of a lunar-orbiting low-frequency dipole experiment and to extract a
simulated 21-cm signal from them. I will also discuss the possibility of using the Moon itself as a calibration
source. The concept of this experiment is similar to that of a higher-frequency experiment, EDGES, being
conducted from the Earth. I will show how the extension to low frequencies enabled by an experiment in lunar
orbit makes the extraction of a signal more tractable, and may greatly enhance the scientific potential of such an
experiment.
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The modern Universe is nearly fully ionized—-even in our own solar system, most of the mass is in the Sun,
which is a ball of ionized hydrogen. However, for about 1 billion years after the Big Bang, the temperature was
cool enough that hydrogen was neutral. One of the key challenges in modern astrophysics is to understand the
timing and cause(s) of this transition from a neutral to ionized state, known as the Epoch of Reionization.

The NLSI LUNAR team mission includes using the Moon as a platform for studying the Universe. We will
motivate how a Lunar Radio Array, emplaced on the far side of the Moon, would be an impressive instrument for
studying the first stars, the Epoch of Reionization, and even the time before the first stars, known as the cosmic
Dark Ages. Before the LRA, there will likely be a series of scientific and technological pathfinders. We will outline
a roadmap, starting from small instrument packages, conducting both science from the Moon and science of the
Moon, to the full LRA.

The LUNAR consortium is funded by the NASA Lunar Science Institute (via Cooperative Agreement
NNA09DB30A) to investigate concepts for astrophysical observatories on the Moon.
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CHAPTER 6

IAA proposes UN COPUOS to protect the central Moon farside against
man-made radio pollution

1
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Long-term thinking means planning for the consequences of things that are beyond our
current capacity. What happens on the farside of the Moon is a case in point. Getting humans
back to the Moon is going to happen sooner or later, and one day we will have bases there, as
well as a human or robotic presence at the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon
system. That means an ever growing blanket of electromagnetic radiation from our various
activities. At the same time, we want to protect the farside, which is ideal for future radio
telescope or phased array detectors. What to do?
Italian IAA Academician and physicist Claudio Maccone has brought this issue to
Vienna, speaking before the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
Maccone is proposing a radio-quiet zone on the farside that will guarantee radio astronomy
and SETI a defined area in which human radio interference is impossible. It’s an idea with a
pedigree, going back to 1994, when the French radio astronomer Jean Heidmann first
proposed a SETI observatory in the farside Saha Crater with a link to the nearside Mare
Smythii plain and thence to Earth.
An IAA study committee grew out of this and a series of discussions since, with
Heidmann’s death in 2000 being followed by Maccone’s taking over the project. As Maccone
told the UN committee meeting, radio interference becomes a serious threat when we
consider the uses to which the Lagrangian points could be put. The Earth/Moon system has
five such points, as shown in the diagram. Potential space operations could take place at all of
these except, let’s hope, L2, which as you can see in the diagram is located so that a base
there would flood the farside with interference. The first principle is then clear: Leave the L2
point alone.
As for the others, the diagram makes it equally clear that inteference from L4 and L5
would reach large parts of the farside, but Maccone’s figures show that a protected area is
still possible. He is proposing a Protected Antipode Circle, defined as a circular piece of land
1820 kilometers in diameter, centered around the antipode on the farside and spanning an
angle of 30 degrees in longitude, in latitude and in all radial directions from the antipode. The
rationale, as presented by Maccone in a 2008 paper:
1) PAC is the only area of the Farside that will never be reached by the radiation emitted by
future human space bases located at the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon
system (the geometric proof of this fact is trivial);
2) PAC is the most shielded area of the Farside, with an expected attenuation of man-made
RFI ranging from 15 to 100 dB or higher;
3) PAC does not overlap with other areas of interest to human activity except for a minor
common area with the Aitken Basin, the southern depression supposed to have been
created 3.8 billion years ago during the ‘big wham’ between the Earth and the Moon.
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Where to locate our radio astronomy and SETI facilities within the vast region of the
PAC?
The problem is that this is a rugged region, but about 5◦ south along the 180◦ meridian (at
179 degrees east longitude, 5.5 degrees south latitude) we find the 80 kilometer Daedalus
Crater. Daedalus is the most shielded crater of all from Earth-made radio pollution even as
we extend our radio interference into space at the Lagrange points (and again, assuming we
declare L2 off-limits).

What about the L1 and L2 points of the Sun/Earth system? Here we have a problem,
because there are already plans for placing satellites there (the original plan for NASA’s
Space Inteferometry Mission was to place it at the Sun-Earth L2 point, for example).
Maccone’s thoughts on this: This radio pollution of the Moon Farside by scientific satellites
located at the Lagrangian Points L1 and L2 of the Sun-Earth system is, unfortunately,
unavoidable. We can only hope that telecom satellites will never be put there. As for the
scientific satellites already there or on the way, the radio frequencies they use are well known
and usually narrow band. This should help the Fourier transform of the future spectrum
analyzers to be located on the Moon Farside to get rid of these transmissions completely.
Maccone’s hope is that the PAC will be approved by the United Nations, in pursuit of
which he made his presentation in Vienna. Ultimately, declaring the area comprising the PAC
an international land under the protection of the United Nations — or by direct agreement
among the governments of the space-faring nations — is the only way we can hope to
preserve the central farside from activities that would compromise its unique scientific value.
An urgent matter? You bet. It may seem like a remote future given our current problems,
but the time will come when commercial and industrial interests will lead to more and more
satellites in orbits much higher than geostationary, with consequent degradation to the
farside’s ‘zone of quiet.’ Uncontrolled radio frequency interference is already a serious
problem for Earth-based radio astronomy. The farside can be the ideal place for radio
astronomy and SETI facilities, but only if we act to protect it.
For more on these issues and the mathematics of working out the best protected area
location, see Maccone, “Protected antipode circle on the Farside of the Moon,” Acta
Astronautica 63 (2008), pp. 110-118.

